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Professional Services We help our customers develop and optimize clinical workflow, reduce cost,
improve workflow, and improve patient and caregiver experience with our innovative solutions and

services. Synergies We work with the world’s largest technology companies, healthcare providers, and
large hospitals to deliver integrated solutions for smart connected healthcare. Publications FlexSim’s
technology and expertise are featured in hundreds of academic and industry publications, including

Science, Nature, Nature Biotechnology, EuBiotech, JAMA, British Medical Journal, and others. News &
Events Our team of researchers, scientists, and clinical experts conduct research and work to make a
difference in healthcare. We frequently publish our research in academic journals and industry trade
publications. Available Reports This report provides a retrospective analysis of the 5-year impact of a
blended-learning technology-supported medical imaging curriculum implemented in a large hospital in

Central Massachusetts in an effort to reduce future medical imaging billings. This paper demonstrates the
potential impact of a blended-learning curriculum on patient outcomes and costs of care. This report

summarizes the results from the use of a single-center CPT-based performance-measurement tool in a
large integrated healthcare delivery system in New England. The report details the implementation of a

decision support software program in a new clinical setting and the resulting cost savings. The intent of this
study is to determine whether a person-based simulation system (PUPS) can be used to assess a graduate

medical education (GME) simulation program in a simulation center in the United States, specifically in an
effort to determine if person-based simulation (PUPS) is an appropriate tool to assess the impact of the

implementation of a GME simulation program at a large, integrated healthcare system in the United States.
This report evaluates the impact of a regional simulation education program that included experience-

based learning (EBL) to evaluate competency-based training, including specialty-specific education. It also
discusses the evaluation of the educational effectiveness of regional simulation education programs and the

potential for furthering the use of simulation in residency training programs, medical education, and
medical care. A retrospective analysis of cost data from a large healthcare delivery system in the United

States was undertaken to assess the impact of simulation-based medical education programs and to
compare results between programs. In this report, the authors describe a system-level evaluation of a

medical simulation curriculum that used computer-based debrief
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FlexSim HC. Our software has been designed specifically for healthcare systems and is ready to simulate
any patient process + provide valuable ... Read more Flexsim HC. Our software has been designed
specifically for healthcare systems and is ready to simulate any patient process + provide valuable features
such as: Interactive features for working with patients Support for 3D patient model Interactive features
for managing medical records Support for medical equipment Â· Powerful simulation tools Â· Integrated
support for healthcare professionals and patients fffad4f19a
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